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Effective InGaAs/GaAs/AlGaAs laser for CMOS technologies 

UNN authors Aleshkin V.Ya., Baidus N.V., Dubinov A.A., Krasilnik Z.F., Kudryavtsev K.E., 
Nekorkin S. M., Pavlov D.A., Samartsev I.V., Sushkov A.A. 

We find (The 
result) 

The InGaAs/GaAs/AlGaAs laser on a non-inclined Si(001) substrate at room 
temperature has been first created  

Abstract Complimentary metal-oxide semiconductor technology (CMOS) on silicon is the 
basic one for modern processors. To increase the production of those processors it is 
necessary to replace electric (copper) connections to optic ones. Semiconductor 
GaAs/AlGaAs lasers can provide that optic connections. But the problem is that 
CMOS technologies developed for strictly oriented along (001) crystallographic 
axis silicon substrates while GaAs/AlGaAs lasers work on Si substrates which 
noticeably diverge from (001) axis for reducing defects on the boundaries of 
different materials. 
We show that the use of buffer Ge layer can significantly suppress the defect 
emergence even on a non-inclined Si(001) substrate and possessed rather good 
crystalline quality and smooth surface so provided the subsequent growth of the 
high-quality InGaAs/GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure. 
On the basis of this structure with three InGaAs quantum wells we create laser 
diode with waveguide of 20 m width and 2.7 mm length which has the threshold 
current density 5.5 kA/cm2 at room temperature. It radiates at 992 nm wavelength 
in 1 s pulses with the duty cycle 400 Hz. 
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Room- temperature ferromagnetism in semiconductors 

UNN authors Kudrin A.V., Danilov Yu.A., Lesnikov V.P., Vikhrova O.V. 
We find (The 
result) 

Ferromagnetic behavior has been demonstrate for (In, Fe)Sb layers on GaAs 
substrates at room temperature 

Abstract Spintronics is an emerging field, in which we try to utilize not only charge transport 
of carriers but also spin degrees of freedom in materials and devices. Metal-based 
devices are already applied to magnetic-field sensors in hard disk drive systems, 
greatly contributing to the increase in data storage capacity. They use the spin 
transport between two ferromagnetic metal electrodes separated by an ultrathin 
nonmagnetic material. The latter device structure is called magnetic tunnel junction 
and they used for nonvolatile magnetoresistive random access memory. 
Introducing such spin-related properties in semiconductors is expected to give new 
spin degrees of freedom in semiconductor devices and electronics. So it needs 
ferromagnetic semiconductors. They are known with p-type carrier and for low 
temperatures (up to 60 K). But all of semiconductor devices, including pn junction 
diodes, field-effect transistors, and semiconductor lasers, require a pair of n- and p-
type semiconductor materials to work. The room work temperature of device is 
practically essential. The n-type ferromagnetic (In,Fe)As structure at room 
temperature has been recently produced in Japan. 
We produce n-type (In, Fe)Sb layers with a Fe content up to 13 at. % which have 
been grown on (001) GaAs substrates using the pulsed laser deposition. 
Transmission electron microscopy shows that the layers are epitaxial and free of 
second-phase inclusions. The observation of hysteretic magnetoresistance curves at 
temperatures up to 300 K reveal that the Curie point lies above room temperature. 
The resonant character of magnetic circular dichroism confirms the intrinsic 
ferromagnetism in the (In, Fe)Sb matrix. 
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Microprocessor with 
optical connections (it is 
shown the element 
which consists 2 
transistors from 70 
million ones), which on 
silicon CMOS produced 
in one chip (a) and the 
face cut of its optical 
waveguide (b). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The scheme of a laser diode on a non-inclined 
Ge/Si (001) substrate 
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